Abstract-We propose a new fault block model, Minimal-Connected-Component (MCC), for fault-tolerant adaptive routing in meshconnected multiprocessor systems. This model refines the widely used rectangular model by including fewer nonfaulty nodes in fault blocks. The positions of source/destination nodes relative to faulty nodes are taken into consideration when constructing fault blocks. The main idea behind it is that a node will be included in a fault block only if using it in a routing will definitely make the route nonminimal. The resulting fault blocks are of the rectilinear-monotone polygonal shapes. A sufficient and necessary condition is proposed for the existence of the minimal "Manhattan" routes in the presence of such fault blocks. Based on the condition, an algorithm is proposed to determine the existence of Manhattan routes. Since MCC is designed to facilitate minimal route finding, if there exists no minimal route under MCC fault model, then there will be absolutely no minimal route whatsoever. We will also present two adaptive routing algorithms that construct a Manhattan route avoiding all fault blocks, should such routes exist.
INTRODUCTION
T HE mesh structure is one of the most important interconnection network models. As a topology to interconnect multiprocessor computer systems, it has been proven to possess many attractive properties. Parallel computers using mesh as their underlying architecture have been around for years [5] , [12] , [13] . Because of its importance to achieving high performance, fault-tolerant computing for mesh structures has been the focus of an extensive literature. A very important aspect of mesh fault tolerance is its ability to route from a source node to a destination, avoiding all faulty nodes. Routing is a process to send messages, which can be either data or instructions, from a source node to a destination node, passing some intermediate nodes. There are basically two types of routing: deterministic routing and adaptive routing. In deterministic routing, a fixed path is used to send/receive messages for a particular pair of source/destination. The obvious advantages of this routing are its simplicity and ease of implementation. However, it suffers the shortcoming of weak fault tolerability-when one or more nodes on the dedicated path fail, either routing cannot be carried out or only very limited "detours" can be taken. In adaptive routing, there is no dedicated path for a pair of source and destination. The path is adaptively constructed in the process of routing. A fully adaptive routing algorithm should allow the message to take any fault-free intermediate nodes to reach destination. As a result, adaptive routing can tolerate more faulty nodes than deterministic routing.
A natural goal in adaptive routing is to find a route as short as possible in the presence of faulty nodes, preferably the minimal route. Fault-tolerant routing has been studied extensively [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . In fault-tolerant routing on mesh, most work uses rectangular fault block model [1] , [2] , [3] , [11] , [14] , [17] . In rectangular model, all faulty nodes are grouped in disjointed, rectangular areas, called fault blocks. A fault block is constructed in a way that includes as few nonfaulty nodes as possible while maintaining rectangular shape. All nodes in these fault blocks, whether they are faulty or nonfaulty, are to be bypassed in any routes. Rectangular fault block model is a simple and useful model, based on which many routing algorithms were developed. However, as we will show in Section 2, this model may not be optimal for the purpose of finding routes as short as possible. In constructing rectangular blocks, some nonfaulty nodes are unnecessarily included, decreasing the number of selectable nodes for routing, thus decreasing the chance for finding minimal routes.
In this paper, we propose a new fault block model for fault-tolerant adaptive routing in mesh. The proposed model is a refinement of the rectangular model. In construction of fault blocks, the positions of source and destination nodes are taken into consideration. A fault block so constructed is called a Minimal-Connected-Component, MCC for abbreviation. It has the shape of a rectilinearmonotone polygon instead of a rectangle. As a result, fewer nonfaulty nodes are included in fault blocks. Many nonfaulty nodes that would have been included in a rectangular fault block now can become candidate routing nodes, increasing the chance of obtaining minimal route(s) in the presence of faulty nodes. This is a noticeable overall improvement in the fault-tolerability of the system. Since MCC is designed to facilitate minimal route finding, if there exists no minimal route under the MCC fault model, then there will be absolutely no minimal route whatsoever. What is more, the proposed scheme is cost effective for the benefits it provides-it is not necessary to compute a set of fault blocks for each pair of source/destination. For a given set of faulty nodes, we need to compute only two different sets of fault blocks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give a formal description of the Minimal-ConnectedComponent (MCC) fault block model. Also in Section 2, a sufficient and necessary condition is proposed for the existence of minimal Manhattan routes in presence of MCC fault blocks. In Section 3, we give an algorithm to determine the existence of Manhattan routes using the MCC fault block model. In Section 4, we will present two adaptive routing algorithms that construct a Manhattan route avoiding all fault blocks, in case such routes exist. Section 5 gives some concluding remarks.
MINIMAL-CONNECTED-COMPONENT (MCC)
FAULT BLOCK MODEL However, if there are some faulty nodes in the mesh, in the sense that these nodes are unable to receive/send messages, a Manhattan route may or may not exist. In [17] , a sufficient condition was proposed for the existence of Manhattan route using the commonly used disconnected rectangular block fault model [14] . While a useful model facilitating many routing algorithms [1] , [2] , [3] , [11] , [14] , it is not an optimal one for the purpose of finding routes as short as possible. In forming the rectangular fault blocks, the positions of source and destination as relative to the faults are not taken into consideration. For example, as per the definition of rectangular fault block, in Fig. 1 , the fault block A contains fault-free but "disabled" nodes a, g, i, and j. Since the whole block is to be bypassed, these disabled nodes will not be used in the process of routing, no matter where the source and destination are. However, if source s and destination d are as given in Fig. 1 , using them in routing can generate a Manhattan route ðs ! g ! a ! i ! j ! dÞ.
The above example motivates for a finer model of fault block so that the shortest possible routes can be found in the presence of faulty nodes. In this paper, we propose the Minimal-Connected-Component fault model, MCC for abbreviation, just for that purpose. The main idea behind this fault model is that a node will be included in a fault block only if using it in a routing will definitely make the resulting route non-Manhattan.
The construction of MCC blocks is a recursive procedure and is dependent on the relative positions of source and destination. The following construction procedure assumes ðx s ; y s Þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ and x d ; y d ! 0, i.e., the destination is northeast of source.
1.
Initially, label all faulty nodes as "faulty;" 2. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its north neighbor ðx; y þ 1Þ and east neighbor ðx þ 1; yÞ are faulty, ðx; yÞ is labeled "useless;" 3. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its north and east neighbors are either faulty or useless, ðx; yÞ is labeled "useless;" 4. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its south neighbor ðx; y À 1Þ and west neighbor ðx À 1; yÞ are faulty, ðx; yÞ is labeled "can't-reach;" 5. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its south and west neighbors are either faulty or can't-reach, ðx; yÞ is labeled "can't-reach;" 6. The nodes are recursively labeled until there are no new useless or can't-reach nodes; 7. Finally, if two adjacent nodes are faulty, useless, or can't-reach, then they are linked by an imaginary edge. A node labeled "useless" is such a node that, once it is entered in a routing, the next move must take either west or south direction, making a Manhattan routing impossible. A node labeled "can't-reach" is such a node that, to enter it in a routing, a west or south move must be taken, making a Manhattan routing impossible.
We call the final set of nodes so connected an MCC fault block. Fig. 2a shows what useless and can't-reach nodes are; Fig. 2b shows five example MCC fault blocks. It can be seen that an MCC block in general covers a rectilinear-monotone polygonal area, of which the rectangle is a special case. Actually, an MCC block is obtained by removing the unnecessarily included fault-free nodes in the southeast and northwest corner sections of a rectangular block.
The MCCs for quadrant III destination (i.e., the destination is southwest of source) can be obtained just by exchanging the roles of useless and can't-reach nodes in the labeling procedure for quadrant I destination. In fact, MCCs generated from quadrant I labeling procedure and from quadrant III labeling procedure are of the same shape.
The labeling procedure for quadrant II destination (i.e., the destination is in northwest) can be derived from that for quadrant I by exchanging the roles of east and west neighbors:
2. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its north neighbor ðx; y þ 1Þ and west neighbor ðx À 1; yÞ are faulty, ðx; yÞ is labeled "useless;" 3. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its north and west neighbors are either faulty or useless, ðx; yÞ is labeled "useless;" 4. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its south neighbor ðx; y À 1Þ and east neighbor ðx þ 1; yÞ are faulty, ðx; yÞ is labeled "can't-reach;" 5. If a node ðx; yÞ is fault-free, but its south and east neighbors are either faulty or can't-reach, ðx; yÞ is labeled "can't-reach." Fig. 3 shows the quadrant II MCC blocks for the same faulty nodes in Fig. 2b .
Again, the labeling procedure for MCCs for quadrant IV destination is derived from the one for quadrant II by exchanging the roles of useless and can't-reach nodes. MCCs generated for quadrants II and IV are the same. Fig. 4 gives the general shapes of MCCs for routing in all four quadrants.
It can be seen that MCCs for d falling in quadrants I and III are of the same general shape, while MCCs for d falling in quadrants II and IV have the same shape. Therefore, it is not necessary to compute a set of fault blocks for each pair of source/destination. Instead, for given faulty nodes, only two different sets of fault blocks are computed: The destination d falling in quadrant I or III uses one set for routing and d falling in quadrant II or IV uses the other set. The following two obvious observations of MCC are important: Proposition 2.1. All MCCs in a mesh are disjoint to each other.
Proposition 2.2. Any two MCCs are separated by at least two
Hamming distance, i.e., one can always find a route going "inbetween" two MCCs.
The construction of MCCs can be implemented by exchanging/setting the status ("good"/"faulty"/"useless"/"can't-reach") among neighboring nodes until no nodes change their status. This kind of approach is called localized algorithm [6] , [16] , in which a set of processors perform simple operations (such as exchange of status of neighboring nodes) distributively and independently, in such a way that the collective outcome renders a result of global nature (such as construction of fault blocks). Adopting localized algorithm, it is not difficult to see that the complexity of MCC construction, i.e., the number of rounds needed to produce the set of MCCs, is linearly proportional to the diameter of the largest block.
Experiment Results
As we claimed earlier, the MCC model includes fewer nonfaulty nodes in fault blocks. Many nonfaulty nodes that would have been included in rectangular fault blocks now can become candidate routing nodes. Experiments were conducted to compare the two models in terms of 1) the total number of nodes included in fault blocks and 2) the total number of fault blocks. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 5 . In experiment (a), faulty nodes are randomly generated on a 50 Â 50 mesh. The rate of faulty nodes ranges from 1 percent to 15 percent. Data used in the table is the average of 1,000 runs. As can be seen in Fig. 5a , nodes (faulty and nonfaulty) included in rectangular blocks always outnumber nodes in MCC blocks. The outnumbering becomes sharper and sharper as fault rate grows. In experiment (b), the number of blocks in the two models is compared. The rate of faulty nodes is fixed at 10 percent. The size of mesh ranges from 10 Â 10 to 100 Â 100. The result in Fig. 5b shows that the number of MCC blocks is always higher than that of rectangular blocks. That means MCC is a much "finer" grouping of faulty nodes than that of rectangular blocks. Fig. 5c does a similar comparison with fault rate 15 percent. It can be seen that, in the rectangular model, the number of blocks first grows as mesh size grows. However, when mesh size grows further, the number of blocks decreases. That is, the distribution of faults has the tendency to make the whole mesh one "big block." On the other hand, the number of MCC blocks grows nicely as mesh size increases.
To measure how well MCC facilitates finding minimum routes among faults, another set of simulations was conducted in which the availability of Manhattan routes using MCC is examined. Using different fault rates as the parameter, the simulation showed that Manhattan routes always have 100 percent availability when the fault rate is up to 23 percent. Sub-100 percent availability is first observed when the fault rate reaches 25 percent, at which rate the availability is about 98.9 percent. Note that, given today's technology, the node fault rate of 23 percent is highly unlikely. In comparison with the rectangular model, recall that, in Fig. 5c at fault rate of 15 percent, the distribution of faults has already shown the tendency to make the whole mesh one big block, blocking all feasible routes.
The Existence of Manhattan Routes in a Faulty Mesh
As has been mentioned, MCC is designed to facilitate minimal route finding. An MCC block is a minimum connected block so that a node v of the MCC is either faulty or, if fault-free, then entering v would need a step that violates the requirement for a Manhattan route (i.e., a third direction would be used in the route). In other words, the MCC is a fault block model that provides the maximum possibility of finding a Manhattan route among faults. Therefore, if there exists no Manhattan route under the MCC fault model, there will be absolutely no Manhattan route. We now propose a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of Manhattan routes in a mesh with faulty nodes. To check the existence of Manhattan routes in a faulty mesh, MCCs in the mesh are constructed first. All the nodes in MCCs are not to be entered or a Manhattan route cannot be effected. The sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of Manhattan routes is given in the following theorem. An obvious assumption is that neither source nor destination node belongs to any MCC. We call this type of sequence Type-II sequence. Fig. 6 gives an illustration of the two types of MCC sequences to help convey the idea. A proof of the theorem is provided below.
Proof. The proof is in two parts. The first part will show that, if a Manhattan route exists at all, then there cannot exist any MCC sequence of the types described in Theorem 2.1. In the second part, we show that, if there does not exist any MCC sequence of the kinds described in Theorem 2.1, then we can always find a Manhattan route from source to destination. Part I. Suppose a Manhattan route R exists from source to destination, in the presence of MCCs of the mesh. By the definition of Manhattan route, its general shape should look like "stairs," as shown in Fig. 7 . Observe from Fig. 7 that R divides the rectangular region defined by s and d into two parts, denoted as U and L, respectively. Note that any MCC should be in either the U part or the L part, not intersecting with R. For the Type-I MCC sequence to exist, M 1 must fall in U, and M n in L. From the description of the first type sequence, there must be an M j in the sequence intersecting with R, contradicting the assumption.
Similarly, for the Type-II MCC sequence to exist, M 1 must fall in L and M n in U. There must be an M j in the sequence intersecting with R, contradicting the assumption.
Part II. Suppose there does not exist any type of MCC sequences described in Theorem 2.1. We will show that a Manhattan route from source s to destination d can always be constructed.
By the above assumption, there does not exist any Type-I MCC sequence (shown in Fig. 6a ). Then, there will be a stair-case-like gap, shown in Fig. 8a , which is composed of a sequence of alternative, connected south, west, south, west, ... directions, originating from node d, and ending somewhere east of node s at the x-axis. We call this gap a Type-I gap. Note that, if there were a Type-I MCC sequence, such a gap could not be established (the sequence of alternative directions would not be able to reach the x-axis at east of s).
Similarly, by the assumption that there does not exist any Type-II MCC sequence (shown in Fig. 6b) , we can establish a Type-II gap, composed of a sequence of alternative, connected east, north, east, north, ... directions, originating from s, and ending somewhere south of d at ðx d ; yÞ, where y < y d . See Fig. 8b .
It is obvious that there must exist a node c shared by both Type-I and Type-II gaps and c can be viewed as a node that divides a gap into two portions, i.e., southwest and northeast portions. Combining the southwest portion of the Type-II gap and the northeast portion of the Type-I gap, we get the desired Manhattan route. The construction is shown in Fig. 9 . t u
EXISTENCE ALGORITHM FOR MANHATTAN ROUTES 3.1 Algorithm Description
Based on Theorem 2.1, we propose an algorithm to determine whether there exists a Manhattan route between two given nodes. This existence information can be built into and then quickly retrieved from the transitive closure on the MCC overlapping graph. An MCC overlapping graph is constructed out of the layout of MCCs. Given an MCC set S ¼ fM 1 ; M 2 ; . . . ; M n g in a mesh, we construct a directed graph G I is defined as follows: If M i 's northeast-most node, denoted U i , is "immediately below" M j and "properly covered" by M j 's west-east span (see Fig. 10a for illustration), then there is an arrow pointing from v i to v j . Using xðU i Þ; yðU i Þ to denote U i 's x and y-coordinates, respectively, and letting L j represent the southwest-most node of M j , we have, A I ¼ fðv i ; v j Þ j going north from U i ; M j is the first encountered MCC such that yðU i Þ < yðU j Þ^xðL j Þ À 2 < xðU i Þ < xðU j Þg:
An obvious choice of data structure for G I S is an n Â n 2D array, denoted g Fig. 10b for illustration) , then there is an arrow pointing from v i to v j , i.e., Refer to Fig. 11 again for an example. The condition check in Step 1 of algorithm Manhattan will turn out "true" with i ¼ 1 and j ¼ 4. Therefore, there will be no Manhattan route from s to d. The existence algorithm for a pair of source/destination can be run by any node. Naturally, it can be run by the source node. For a node to run the existence algorithm, the two matrices T ðg I S Þ; T ðg II S Þ must be residing at the node. Also needed at each node ðx; yÞ are the ids of MCCs whose east-west/north-south spans properly cover ðx; yÞ. To get this information, ðx; yÞ simply sends out four signals in parallel along the four directions. We discuss in detail how to collect information of MCCs above ðx; yÞ. (For the other three directions, the process is similar.) ðx; yÞ sends out a request signal toward north. If an MCC is encountered, the signal goes around the boundary of the MCC to restore its north track. At the same time, the id of the encountered MCC is sent back to ðx; yÞ along the path just traveled by the signal. The north-bound signaling/reporting continues until the boundary of mesh is reached. The information collection process, like the computation of g S and T ðg S Þ, is performed in the preprocessing phase.
Implementation Issues and Cost Analysis
When a node ðx s ; y s Þ is about to perform the existence algorithm for node ðx d ; y d Þ, it needs to know the ids of MCCs under ðx d ; y d Þ. There are two possible ways this information can be made available. One way is use the idea of global fault information, i.e., the information of MCCs to a node's east/west/north/south directions is made known to all other nodes. The global information is convenient for any routing algorithm. However, since every node has to store the covering MCC information of all other nodes, the overhead is quite large. For that reason, many known routing algorithms choose not to use global fault information. Another approach is get this information on-demand. 
Routing Initiated at s
The idea of the algorithm is to always look for a Type-I gap with respect to d. When a node is met that belongs to a Type-I gap, the route can just go along the gap to reach d. The problem is, however, since d does not know it is the target of a routing, it will not establish a Type-I gap.
The solution is to preestablish Type-I gap information for an L 0 -corner with respect to all its "potential targets." This is a preprocessing, performed one time after the formation of MCC set. Once established, it can be used to guide all future routings. The preprocessing performs a south-first-westsecond traversal from all nodes: A node always sends a signal to its south neighbor as long as it can, until an MCC boundary is hit, at which time it sends a signal to its west neighbor along the boundary of MCC. The signal just contains the coordinates of the originator node, say ðx; yÞ. When a corner node L 0 is reached, ðx; yÞ will be deposited in L 0 . At the end of preprocessing, the L 0 contains every ðx; yÞ with respect to which L 0 belongs to the Type-I gap. As illustrated in Fig. 12 , the locations of all white nodes are stored in L The size of target list introduced above can be greatly reduced so that the search time of the target list can be minimized. For example, instead of storing every individual target node, we can store a vertical range of targets. See Fig. 13 for illustration. The routing procedure is described below.
The routing begins at source s.
1. Go east, until a node c is met that contains a target list or an MCC is hit. If a c-node is met, goto 2a, if an MCC is hit goto 2b. The success of the Gap_Traversal process is guaranteed by the fact that its starting node is indeed on the (Type-I) gap with respect to d. Also, the existence of a gap guarantees that the gap will be reached sooner or later. Note that, as soon as the gap node is hit, there will be no more target list search. Before reaching the gap, the search is only performed at several "crucial" nodes. The major cost for this approach is the storage of search lists.
Routing Initiated at Both s and d
This routing scheme is based on the second part of the proof for Theorem 2.1. It proceeds by working out the Type-I gap (from destination) and Type-II gap (from source) defined in the proof.
The routing process is begun at both s and d. From node s:
. Initialization: s marks itself as "s-route-node."
. A newly marked s-route-node always sends a signal to its east neighbor as long as it can (i.e., as long as the east neighbor does not belong to an MCC). . A node receiving a signal marks itself as s-route-node. . If a newly marked s-route-node cannot send east ("hitting an MCC"), it sends signal to its north neighbor (going along the boundary of MCC). The Manhattan route from s to d can be constructed as follows: Starting from s, the route goes along the s-routenodes. When it reaches the node that was marked as both s-route-node and d-route-node, the route goes along the "upper-east" part of d-route-nodes. Fig. 14 illustrates the routing process.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a rectilinear-monotone shaped fault block model for fault-tolerant adaptive routing in mesh interconnection networks. This model improves the widely used rectangular model by taking into consideration the positions of source and destination relative to faulty nodes in the process of constructing fault blocks. It has been shown that the MCC model is a finer grouping of faulty nodes than rectangular model. Many fewer nonfaulty nodes are included in fault blocks. Many nonfaulty nodes that would have been included in rectangular fault blocks now can be used in routing, thus increasing the chances of Fig. 12 . Corner stores "potential targets" information. Fig. 13 . We can store a vertical range of targets to reduce space cost and search time.
obtaining optimal routes among faulty nodes. We proposed a sufficient and necessary condition for checking the existence of the minimal Manhattan routes in presence of such fault blocks. Based on the condition, an algorithm was proposed to determine the existence of Manhattan routes in a faulty mesh. We also gave two adaptive routing algorithms that construct a Manhattan route avoiding all fault blocks.
If the determination algorithm returns a NO answer for the faulty mesh, we still need to find a route, preferably as short as possible. A natural direction in which the work of this paper can be extended is to find a shortest route among MCC fault blocks if a minimal route does not exist.
